Measurements of yield, ion temperature, areal density (ρR), shell convergence, and bang time have been obtained in shock-driven, D 2 and D 3 He gas-filled "exploding-pusher" inertial confinement fusion (ICF) implosions at the National Ignition Facility (NIF) to assess the impact of ion kinetic effects. These measurements probed the shock convergence phase of ICF implosions, a critical stage in hot-spot ignition experiments. The data complement previous studies of kinetic effects in shock-driven implosions. Ion temperature and fuel ρR inferred from fusion-product spectroscopy are used to estimate the ion-ion mean free path in the gas. A trend of decreasing yields relative to the predictions of 2D draco hydrodynamics simulations with increasing Knudsen number (the ratio of ion-ion mean free path to minimum shell radius) suggests that ion kinetic effects are increasingly impacting the hot fuel region, in general agreement with previous results. The long mean free path conditions giving rise to ion kinetic effects in the gas are often prevalent during the shock phase of both exploding pushers and ablatively-driven implosions, including ignition-relevant implosions.
I. INTRODUCTION
Thin, spherical glass shells were among the first capsules used in laser-driven inertial confinement fusion (ICF) research.
1-4 Known as "exploding pushers", these implosions are characterized by rapid heating of the thin shell, which explodes and drives a shock wave into the fuel. This shock wave compresses and heats the gas as it converges at the center of the capsule, and produces fusion reactions as it rebounds back through the fuel. This type of implosion is contrasted against implosions designed to achieve ignition and energy gain, which, in the final stage, are driven by the ablation of outer shell material and subsequent hydrodynamic compression of the fuel. These ablatively-driven implosions are currently under study at the National Ignition Facility (NIF) in the indirect-drive configuration.
5-10 Because shock-driven exploding-pusher implosions are mainly 1D a) Electronic mail: mrosenbe@mit.edu in nature and less sensitive to the complex hydrodynamic processes that characterize ablatively-driven implosions, such as hydrodynamic instabilities and mix, they are an ideal experiment to isolate and study the shock-convergence phase of ICF implosions.
For this reason, exploding pushers are an excellent platform to probe kinetic effects, which can be significant during the shock-convergence phase of ICF implosions, including ignition-relevant implosions.
11 Kinetic effects are often important in these moderate-density, high-temperature implosions where the mean free path for ion-ion collisions approaches the size of the burn region. Previous experimental work has investigated kinetic effects in shock-driven implosions and demonstrated the significance of ion diffusion and other long-meanfree-path effects that are not usually modeled in hydrodynamic codes. 12, 13 In a systematic study of exploding pushers on OMEGA with a variety of initial gas densities, the ion-ion mean free path λ ii and the Knudsen number N K ≡ λ ii /R shell , the ratio of mean free path to minimum shell radius and a key figure of merit of ion kinetic effects, were varied from a regime that is reasonably hydrodynamic-like (N K <1) to a regime that is strongly kinetic (N K ≫1). 12 The trend of increasing deviation from hydrodynamic models (such as the 1D radiation-hydrodynamics code dued 14 ) with increasing Knudsen number indicated the influence of ion kinetic effects. In agreement with this picture, another recent study by Le Pape et al. shows that in a high-density, lowtemperature, short-mean-free-path, (N K ≪1) indirectdrive exploding pusher implosion, hydrodynamic codes are able to reproduce with high fidelity the experimental results. 15 In concert, these studies indicate that the ionion mean free path and the Knudsen number is a strong determinant of the applicability of hydrodynamic models.
To further investigate whether the trends observed in these prior experiments apply generally, under quite different experimental conditions (larger capsules, asymmetric illumination, oblate implosions), data were obtained on polar-direct-drive (PDD) 16 exploding pusher shots at the NIF that were conducted for diagnostic development and calibration. [17] [18] [19] In addition, given the scarcity of NIF shots for non-programmatic purposes, it is important to cull as much information and physics insight possible from these diagnostic development shots. These experiments produced copious DD and D 3 He reactions, allowing for characterization of the implosions through measurement of two separate fusion yields, two different burn-averaged ion temperatures, fuel ρR in D 2 implosions and total ρR in both D 2 and D 3 He implosions, x-ray images of the imploding shell and core, and x-ray and nuclear bang-times. This study employs 2D draco radiation-hydrodynamics simulations 20 for comparison to experimental data. As in prior work, 12 the experimentally-inferred ion-ion mean free path λ ii ∝ T 2 i /n i Z 4 (where T i is the ion temperature, n i is the ion density, and Z is the ion charge), averaged over mean free paths calculated separately for different ion species in D 3 He implosions, 21 is compared to the minimum shell radius R shell to describe the degree of ion kinetic behavior. It is observed that the fusion yield relative to draco predictions varies inversely with the experimentally-determined N K , suggesting that ion kinetic effects are beginning to degrade implosion performance. In Section IV, it is discussed that hydrodynamic mix does not account for these trends. As shown in Figure 1 , it is evident that these results strongly match the findings of the previous experiments, which are presented together for guidance. The entire range of exploding pusher data shown in Figure 1 spans three orders of magnitude, between regimes of very low (10 −2 ) and very high (10) Knudsen numbers. While the OMEGA direct-drive experiments were conducted in a comprehensive, systematic way, 12 , the experiments described in this work, conducted in a ride-along mode, produced a somewhat more complex set of data. However, in concert, these different experimental campaigns show how the discrepancy relative to hydrodynamic codes with increasing Knudsen number begins to be observed. 15 three polar-direct-drive (PDD) exploding pushers on NIF described in this work for which optimal draco simulations (including non-local electron transport and/or cross-beam energy transfer, see Section II) were performed, from left to right, shots N121128, N130129, and N120328 (black circles), and direct-drive exploding pushers on OMEGA (green circles).
12 Filled markers represent D 3 Hefilled implosions, while open markers denote D2-filled implosions. Though the drive conditions are quite different, these experiments show a unified picture of the increasing impact of ion kinetic effects as a function of increasing Knudsen number above NK > ∼ 0.1. A band centered around NK = 0.5 shows the approximate Knudsen number at the center of a NIF ignitionrelevant indirect-drive or a NIF polar-direct-drive implosion immediately after shock convergence, while a band centered around NK = 2 shows the approximate Knudsen number after shock convergence at the center of a cryogenic layered implosion on OMEGA.
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This paper is organized as follows: the experiments and models used for comparison to experimental data are described in Section II; experimental and some modeled results are shown in Section III; a discussion of the findings is presented in Section IV, with evidence of ion kinetic effects illustrated in Figure 8 ; and concluding remarks are presented in Section V.
II. EXPERIMENTS AND MODELING
Exploding-pusher implosions at the National Ignition Facility (NIF) 23 were conducted with ∼192 laser beams pointed in the polar direct drive configuration, 16 delivering 40 to 130 kJ onto a capsule in a 1.4-or 2.0-ns ramp pulse. The experiments used 2.2 g/cm 3 SiO 2 shells with a 1530 to 1680-µm diameter and a thickness of 4.1 to 4.6 µm, filled with 10 to 12 atm. of D 2 , D 3 He, or HD 3 He gas. Experimental parameters are summarized in Table  I .
The primary nuclear reactions used to diagnose the exploding-pusher implosions are: Heburn-averaged ion temperature (related to the spectral width as Ti∝σ 2 ), and total ρR (proportional to energy downshift) are inferred. From the secondary spectrum (b), the total ρR is inferred from the energy downshift, while the ratio of secondary D 3 He-proton to primary DD-neutron yield is proportional to the fuel ρR for ρR ≤ 10 mg/cm 2 (for Te ∼5 keV). Note the difference in energy-axis scale, as the secondary spectrum is much broader than the primary spectrum. 
In D 2 gas-filled implosions, Sample primary and secondary D 3 He-proton spectra are shown in Figure 2 . From the primary spectrum, the D 3 He yield, D 3 He-burn-averaged ion temperature, and total ρR are inferred; from the secondary spectrum, the fuel ρR and total ρR are inferred. These and several other measurements are discussed in Section III.
For illustrative purposes, a 1D lilac 24,25 simulation of mass-element trajectories and time-dependent temperature and fusion burn rates is shown in Figure 3 for a typical D 3 He gas-filled exploding-pusher implosion at the NIF (shot N110722). Fusion reactions are initiated primarily along the shock rebound trajectory (∼1.8-2.0 ns), well before peak compression (∼2.2 ns). Primarily, the 2D hydrocode draco 20 was used to simulate these polar-direct-drive exploding-pusher experi-ments at the NIF. draco simulations of ablatively-driven PDD experiments at the OMEGA laser facility 26 have been in good agreement with measured x-ray radiographs and ρR. 27, 28 draco simulations have also been found to reasonably reproduce experimental yields, shell shape, and ρR in symmetrically-driven cryogenic implosions at OMEGA under conditions of high adiabat, [29] [30] [31] [32] as in the present exploding pusher experiments. The use of 2D simulations is especially pertinent in these NIF exploding pusher experiments, where the polar direct drive (PDD) imposes an illumination asymmetry. 3D ray tracing is used to model inverse bremsstrahlung absorption of laser energy, and material equations of state were taken from SESAME tables. A flux-limited Spitzer thermal conductivity was used, with a flux limiter of 0.06. 33 To properly simulate the laser-absorption process and approximately capture the implosion velocity and shape in these exploding-pusher implosions, it is sometimes necessary to include models of non-local electron transport (NLET) 34 and cross-beam energy transfer (CBET). 35 Including CBET has been found to be necessary to reasonably reproduce implosion shape for higher laser intensities (laser energy >100 kJ for these NIF exploding pushers). Observables such as yield, ion temperature, ρR, bang time, and shell convergence and symmetry are calculated both from the more computationally intensive draco simulations that include NLET and/or CBET (performed for three of the experiments in this study) as well as from "nominal" draco simulations (performed for all of the experiments in this study), which do not include these models.
III. RESULTS
In the following sections, the measured fusion yields, burn-averaged ion temperatures, fuel and shell ρR, bang times, shell convergence, and shape are presented and, where appropriate, compared to draco-simulated values. Experimental measurements are summarized in Table II. It will be shown later that deviations from draco yield predictions are suggestive of ion kinetic effects.
A. Yield
DD-neutron yields were measured using the neutron time-of-flight (nTOF) 36,37 diagnostic suite and DD-proton yields were measured with an accuracy of about ±10% using the solid-state nuclear track detector CR-39.
19,3839 The D 3 He-proton yields and spectra were measured using wedge-range-filter (WRF) proton spectrometers 38, 40, 41 (a sample spectrum is shown in Fig nal 2D draco simulated value (with a standard deviation of 0.20). Overall, the observed implosion performance relative to simulations is slightly worse for pure D 2 and higher-yield (higher-T i ) implosions, such as shot N120328, which is indicative of ion kinetic effects reducing the yield relative to hydrodynamics simulations in implosions with longer ion mean free paths.
B. Ion Temperature
To explore trends within the yield data to elucidate the possible role of ion kinetic effects, the yield results are presented together with measured burn-averaged ion temperatures. The DD-burn-averaged ion-temperature was measured by nTOFs and the D 3 He-burn-averaged ion temperature was determined from the Doppler width of the measured D 3 He proton spectrum (see Figure 2a ), as measured by WRFs. 38, 43, 44 In NIF exploding-pusher implosions, the measured D 3 He-proton linewidth is dominated by thermal broadening. 45 Other capsule-related broadening effects (e.g. ρR evolution and implosion geometry) account for a broadening of σ∼100 keV in NIF exploding pusher implosions, 46 and are subtracted in quadrature from the measured linewidth. Additional broadening effects that are difficult to quantify on a shotby-shot basis are not accounted for in this analysis, and thus set an upper limit on the linewidth-inferred ion temperature. Random turbulent flows are a potential spectral broadening mechanism, 47 which may cause the inferred ion temperature to slightly exceed the actual value across the data set. 48 Radial flows, more likely to be present in these shock-driven implosions than random, turbulent flows, would cause additional spectral broadening as well as a flattening of the spectral shape;
49 however, such distortion is not observed in the fusion product spectra (see Figure 2a) . For the purposes of this analysis, in which only the trends of yield with ion temperature from one experiment to the next are paramount, the Doppler broadening of the fusion product spectra is used as a reasonable measure of the burn-averaged ion temperatures. Uncertainties in the different measurements are ∼0.5 keV for the nTOF DD-burn-averaged temperature and ∼2 keV for the D 3 He-burn-averaged temperature. The measured DD and D 3 He burn-averaged temperatures are compared to the draco YOCs in Figure 5 . Over the set of experiments, the ion temperature varies as a consequence of variation in laser power, as the im-plosion with the greatest laser power, shot N120328, has the highest DD-burn-averaged ion temperature. Both sets of data show a trend of decreasing YOC with increasing burn-averaged T i over the range of 4 to 15 keV, with a more apparent trend among the D 3 He data. This trend indicates that ion kinetic effects may be reducing the yield relative to hydrodynamics simulations in implosions with higher temperatures and, thus, longer ion mean free paths. Though accounting for the effect of bulk flows on fusion product spectral widths may cause a reduction in the inferred ion temperatures overall, it would not significantly alter this trend.
In general, nominal draco-simulated ion temperatures are in reasonable agreement with experimental measurements. This is especially the case for the D 2 -filled shots, where measured and nominal dracosimulated DD-burn-averaged ion temperatures differ by no more than 15% over a large range in ion temperature and in YOC. Thus, these results demonstrate that the trend of decreasing YOC with increasing T i is not merely a consequence of a hydrodynamics-related temperature discrepancy.
As an aside, the measured difference between DDburn-averaged and D
3 He-burn-averaged ion temperatures (x-axis values shown in Figures 5a and 5b) is not a sign of diagnostic disagreement, but rather is symptomatic of profiles and temporal evolution of density and temperature throughout the burn. Relative to the DD fusion reactivity, the D 3 He reactivity has a stronger temperature dependence and is weighted more strongly by the hotter regions of the implosion. Ion temperature gradients therefore produce measurable differences in the burn-averaged ion temperatures of different reactions, as have been observed in the experimental data as well as in average-ion hydrodynamic codes, such as lilac and draco, that do not allow for distinct ion temperatures for D and 
C. ρR and Convergence
Measurements of fuel ρR, total ρR, and shell convergence provide information about the fuel assembly in these low-convergence, shock-driven implosions, and can be used to help identify the approximate ion density n i , ion mean free path λ ii , and minimum shell radius R shell . The ratio of these lengths, N K ≡ λ ii /R shell , is a figureof-merit that will be used in the assessment of ion kinetic effects, as discussed further in Section IV.
In D 2 implosions, for fuel ρR below ∼10 mg/cm 2 , the fuel ρR is proportional to the ratio of secondary D 3 He-p to primary DD-n yields. [51] [52] [53] For shot N110131, a secondary-proton yield of 2.0±0.5×10
8 (see Figure 2b ) and a primary DD-neutron yield of 3.0±0.3×10
11 gives a fuel ρR of 4.6±1.1 mg/cm 2 , using a model of uniform fusion production throughout the fuel.
52 Similar measurements give a fuel ρR of 3.6±1.1 mg/cm 2 for shot N120328 and 4.6±1.1 mg/cm 2 for shot N130129. The fuel ρR does not significantly change from one implosion to the next, suggesting that differences in implosion performance relative to draco are unlikely to be caused by differences in hydrodynamic processes between the different implosions. These fuel ρR measurements are used to estimate the implosion convergence ratio, as C = (ρR f /ρR f 0 ) 1/2 , where ρR f 0 is the initial fuel areal density. With ρR f 0 ∼0.13 mg/cm 2 for these three D 2 -filled implosions, convergence ratios of ∼5. [3] [4] [5] [6] .0 are inferred.
Total ρR data is not directly used to evaluate hydrodynamic-kinetic parameters, but is presented for completeness and as a consistency check on the approximate convergence ratios inferred from the fuel ρR measurements. The total ρR is inferred from the energy downshift of the secondary or primary D 3 He-proton spectrum, as shown in Figure 2 . 41 Assuming an average secondary-proton birth energy of 14.96 MeV 54 and measured energies of 14.08 ±0.15 MeV on the equator and an average energy of 14.33±0.15 MeV on the pole, total ρR of ∼26±5 and ∼19±5 mg/cm 2 , respectively, are inferred for shot N110131 (Figure 2b ). An average total ρR of 18±5 mg/cm 2 is inferred on D 2 shot N130129, while no total ρR measurement is possible for shot N120328 as the spectrum is net upshifted relative to the birth energy, an effect which is present only for that shot. 55 For D 3 He-filled implosions, the birth energy of the primary D 3 He-p spectrum is taken to be 14.7 MeV. D 3 He shot N121128 (see Figure 2a) was measured to have a total ρR of 9±4 mg/cm 2 , while a total ρR of 13±4 mg/cm 2 was obtained on shot N100823 and 11±4 mg/cm 2 was measured on shot N110722. These total ρR values, generally 10-20 mg/cm 2 , are a factor of 10-20 greater than the initial ρR in the shell of ∼1 mg/cm 2 . The shell ρR data are roughly consistent with the convergence ratio of ∼6 that was inferred from the fuel ρR, when allowing for some blowoff of outer shell material.
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X-ray emission gives a sense of the core size around bang time and may be used to estimate the implosion convergence and the length scale of the fuel, which can be compared to λ ii to evaluate the likely impact of ion kinetic effects. Gated x-ray imaging diagnostics, the hardened gated x-ray imager (hGXI) 57 and the gated x-ray detector (GXD), 58 were used to capture images of the implosions. Figure 6 shows a measured x-ray emission image from the imploded core as captured by hGXI on shot N121128, ∼100 ps before bang time (no image at bang time was obtained). The image shows a core ra- dius, expressed as the Legendre mode P0 of ∼168 µm and an oblateness, characterized by a Legendre P2/P0, of ∼-0.13. The shell is still converging at this time, and the core size at bang time is extrapolated to be ∼10% smaller than inferred from this image. The estimated shell radius at bang time for N121128 is therefore taken to be 150 µm, and this extrapolation has only a small impact on the calculation of N K shown later. The oblateness, present across this set of implosions as a consequence of the polar drive (with the x-ray P2/P0 ranging from -0.09 to -0.33 oblate, and also evident in the total ρR asymmetry observed on shot N110131), shows significant differences from previous, symmetrically-driven implosions on OMEGA, 12 which did not measurably deviate from spherical symmetry. This oblateness also demonstrates the importance of using a 2D code such as draco for comparison to experimental results. draco simulations that include NLET reasonably capture the implosion shape for shot N121128.
A summary of the measured fuel ρR, total ρR, implosion size, and symmetry is presented in Table III . The implosion radius around bang time (P0) varies as a consequence of the different laser pulses. Longer laser pulses, such as on shot N110131, drive the converging shell for a longer period and can produce a smaller implosion. Higher laser intensities, such as on shot N120328, produce a more rapid shock convergence, so that bang time occurs when the shell is at a somewhat larger radius. The P0 values across this set of exploding pushers imply convergence ratios of ∼4-8, roughly in agreement with those inferred from the fuel ρR and total ρR. 59 TABLE III. Measured fuel ρR, total ρR, x-ray emission radius P0 (contour of 10% of maximum brightness for N121128, 17% of maximum brightness for the others; the choice of contour imposes only a 5% uncertainty), and relative magnitude of second Legendre mode (P2/P0), the dominant asymmetry in the implosion. This ratio quantifies the deviation in core shape from spherical symmetry, with a negative value signifying an oblate implosion. These measuremets are used to quantify the ion-ion mean free path and implosion size, to assess the likely impact of ion kinetic effects.
Shot
Fuel In order to assess the possible role of ion kinetic effects, it is important to determine that yield trends relative to draco are not the result of discrepancies in the energy coupling to the implosion. The energy coupling and, consequently, the implosion velocity, is assessed by measurements of nuclear and x-ray bang times -the times of peak fusion and x-ray production in the core. Bang time measurements using D 3 He-protons and DD-neutrons were made by the particle time of flight (pTOF) diagnostic.
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X-ray bang times were measured using the south pole bang time (SPBT) diagnostic 61 and gated x-ray imaging diagnostics, hGXI 57 and GXD. 58 These measured bang times are summarized and compared to draco-simulated DD-neutron bang times in Table IV . Uncertainty in the pTOF-measured DD-neutron bang time is ∼±120 ps, while the uncertainty in the D 3 He-proton bang time measurements is ∼±100 ps. Uncertainty in the x-ray bang time is ∼±100 ps. pTOF traces used to infer nuclear bang times on shots N121128 and N130129 are shown in Figure 7 . Comparing the nuclear bang times, the measured D 3 He bang time on shot N121128, 1880±100 ps, is in reasonable agreement with the draco DD bang time of 2020 ps, while the measured DD bang time on shot N130129, 2470±120 ps, is in good agreement with the draco DD bang time of 2530 ps. The overall trend indicates that draco captures the basic implosion dynamics and energy coupling to these shock-driven implosions fairly well. 
IV. DISCUSSION
While draco simulations model the overall implosion dynamics and energy coupling in these shock-driven implosions fairly accurately, trends within the nuclear yield data point to ion kinetic effects impacting fusion production. To estimate the significance of ion kinetic effects, the ion-ion mean free path around bang time, λ ii , which varies in these implosions on the basis of the fuel composition (Z), T i , and n i , is evaluated. The ion temperature in the fuel around bang time is calculated to be the DDburn-averaged T i in D 2 implosions and the yield-weighted average of the DD-and D 3 He-burn-averaged ion temperature in D 3 He implosions. The ion density is estimated from the measured fuel ρR as n i = n i0 (ρR f /ρR f 0 ) 3/2 , assuming mass conservation and spherical symmetry, where n i0 and ρR f 0 are the initial gas ion density and the initial fuel ρR, respectively. This calculation is performed directly for D 2 shots on which fuel ρR data was obtained, and a similar implied convergence ratio (∼6) is also assumed for the D 3 He shots. The fuel ρR and, therefore, the ion density, does not change significantly between the different implosions. These experimental quantities are used to estimate λ ii around bang time, which is compared to the minimum shell radius R shell as given by the x-ray P0.
As shown in Figure 8 , the Knudsen number N K ≡ λ ii /R shell varies by a factor of ∼7 over these explodingpusher implosions, largely as a consequence of different fuel ion Z and ion temperature. For N K ≪1, the implosion behaves more hydrodynamically, whereas for N K > ∼ 0.3, kinetic effects start to become significant.
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The moderate-temperature, D 3 He-filled shot N121128 is the most hydrodynamic-like implosion, where T i = 8.0 keV, n i ∼7×10 22 cm −3 , and Z = 1.47 (a small, known amount of 3 He leaks out of the capsule before it is shot, reducing Z to slightly below 1.5), resulting in a λ ii , after averaging over distinct mean free paths for D and 3 He ions, of ∼6 µm. 62 Under these conditions, and with R shell = 150 µm, N K is ∼0.04 for N121128. In contrast, the high-temperature, D 2 -filled shot N120328 is the most kinetic-like implosion, where T i = 11.4 keV, n i ∼7×10 22 
cm
−3 , and Z = 1, resulting in a λ ii of ∼50 µm. In this case, R shell = 180 µm and N K is ∼0.3. Parameters used to calculate the experimentally-inferred Knudsen numbers are summarized in Table V As the draco hydrodynamics code does not account for kinetic effects, ion mean free path effects such as enhanced ion diffusion and Knudsen reactivity reduction due to modification of the ion distribution function [63] [64] [65] may account for this trend. It has been shown previously that kinetic effects reduce shock yields in exploding pushers, and do so more strongly with increasing Knudsen number.
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TABLE V. Estimates of ion density, ion temperature, mean ion charge, minimum shell radius, Maxwellian-averaged mean free path for ion-ion collisions, and Knudsen number. The ion-ion mean free path and, therefore, the Knudsen number, varies largely as a consequence of variations in ion temperature and in gas composition (⟨Z⟩). In the D 3 He-filled implosions, a small, known amount of 3 He leaks out of the capsule before it is shot, reducing ⟨Z⟩ to slightly below 1.5. For these largely shock-driven implosions, hydrodynamic mix at the fuel-shell interface is very unlikely to explain the trend of decreasing YOC with increasing Knudsen number. In order for mix to explain this trend, the most "kinetic" implosion, N120328, would have to be the most susceptible to mix, to be driven by compression more so than the other implosions. However, by virtue of having the highest measured DD-burn-averaged ion temperature -a strong signature of shock heating -it is likely that this shot is the most predominantly shockdriven, with fusion reactions generated along the shock rebound trajectory. It is therefore unlikely that this shot is preferentially susceptible to the deleterious effects of mix, and in fact it may be even less compressively-driven (and less susceptible to mix) than the other implosions in this study.
66 Preliminary 2D ares simulations 67 that include a KL mix model 68 indicate that mix does not have a significant impact on simulated yields and that a trend of lower yield-over-simulated (YOS) for higher-N K implosions persists. As mix does not appear able to account for the trend of decreasing YOC with increasing Knudsen number, ion kinetic effects, rather than mix, are inferred as the likely explanation.
The results of these NIF direct-drive exploding-pusher experiments fit within the context of those previously observed in direct-drive exploding pushers at higher N K TABLE VI. Estimates of ion density, ion temperature, mean ion charge, gas composition, Maxwellian-averaged mean free path for ion-ion collisions, and Knudsen number after shock convergence for: a strongly-kinetic exploding pusher on OMEGA from Rosenberg et al.; 12 a NIF direct-drive exploding pusher from this study; a strongly hydrodynamiclike indirect-drive exploding pusher on NIF from Le Pape et al.; 15 , and an ignition-relevant indirect-drive implosion. The parameters corresponding to hot-spot conditions during the compression phase of an indirect-drive ignition implosion are also presented. The three exploding pusher cases span the regimes of strongly kinetic to strongly hydrodynamic-like. For the exploding pushers, the ion density and ion temperature are estimated from experimental measurements, while for the NIF indirect-drive ignition-relevant shock phase case, they are taken from hydrodynamic simulations of a surrogate implosion, near the center of the implosion immediately after shock convergence. The NIF indirect-drive ignition compression phase case is an estimate based on recent NIF experiments.
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In both shot N120328 (the most kinetic-like of the NIF directdrive exploding pushers presented here) and the shock phase of the NIF indirect-drive ignition-relevant implosion, λii ∼50 µm, which approaches the size of the burn region (∼100 µm) in the ignition-relevant case (NK ∼0.5). 15 Table VI shows the ion-ion mean free path and Knudsen number in each of these exploding pusher experiments, as well as shortly (∼100 ps) after shock convergence in a surrogate, indirect-drive ignition-relevant implosion on NIF and during the peak compression phase of a NIF ignition-relevant implosion. In the OMEGA experiments (Rosenberg et al.) , 12 the YOC was found to be a strong inverse function of N K for 0.3 < ∼ N K < ∼ 10; in the NIF indirect-drive exploding pushers (Le Pape et al.), 15 YOC∼1, near-perfect agreement with hydrodynamic models, was obtained on implosions with N K ∼0.01. The present NIF direct-drive exploding-pusher experiments span the N K space in between those extremes and demonstrate that the deviation from hydrodynamic models becomes noticeable between 0.1 < ∼ N K < ∼ 0.3. This trend in YOC as a function of N K over the different experimental campaigns is illustrated in Figure 1 , showing a consistent picture of the onset of ion kinetic effects with increasing Knudsen number, despite radically different drive conditions. Notably, the most kinetic-like implosion among the NIF PDD exploding-pusher data set overlaps in both N K and YOC with the most hydrodynamic-like implosion in the OMEGA direct-drive exploding-pusher set.
Additionally, in both the more kinetic-like N120328 exploding-pusher example and the NIF indirect-drive ignition case, λ ii ∼50 µm after shock convergence, an appreciable fraction of the size of the hot spot. The Knudsen number of ∼0.5 after shock convergence in the NIF indirect-drive ignition implosion applies to NIF polardirect-drive ignition-relevant implosions as well, and underestimates the Knudsen number after shock convergence in cryogenic layered implosions on OMEGA. Under those conditions, ion diffusion may significantly alter the density profiles, and Knudsen layer effects may allow the higher-energy ions to escape the hot-spot region.
In a NIF ignition implosion, the continued shell convergence after shock rebound greatly increases the fuel ion density, reducing λ ii and N K and producing much more hydrodynamic-like conditions around peak compression. The question that will be addressed in the future is: could the kinetic-like conditions during the shock convergence phase, including multiple-ion effects, 70, 71 have any lingering manifestations and effects on the subsequent compression phase, which is strongly hydrodynamic-like (as shown in Table VI )? Ongoing and future experiments will explore this open question. Measurements of the relative and absolute timing of shock and compression bang time on surrogate implosions the NIF, as have been recently obtained and will be obtained routinely in the future, 72 may shed light on this issue. Further studies will investigate aspects of the shock convergence phase of ICF implosions using exploding pushers, where ion kinetic effects are likely to be important. Yield anomalies in mixed-fuel exploding pushers will be explored and may elucidate species separation during shock convergence. 71 A comparison of explodingpusher data to a hybrid kinetic treatment like that of Larroche 11, 73 is an important continuation of this study. That theoretical work shows that kinetic simulations produce weaker and smoother profiles of temperatures and density near shock-bang time than hydrodynamic simulations, as the shock front is broadened to ∼λ ii . Exploding-pusher experiments conducted in the indirectdrive configuration 15 will continue to be studied. These experiments in particular more closely approximate the process of shock convergence and shock burn as it occurs in NIF indirect-drive implosions.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In order to fully exploit diagnostic development shots at the NIF, ride-along measurements of fusion yield, fuel ion temperature, ρR, convergence, and bang time have been presented for polar-direct-drive, D 2 and D 3 He exploding-pusher implosions. These data are used to probe the physics of the shock convergence phase of implosions relevant both to shock-driven, exploding-pusher implosions and to ablatively-driven implosions, when ion kinetic effects can be important. The data have been compared to 2D draco hydrodynamic simulations and show a notable trend of decreasing YOC with increasing Knudsen number (N K ≡ λ ii /R shell ). This trend is suggestive of ion kinetic effects, and is consistent with the results of previous experiments at much higher and much lower Knudsen number, even though these implosions used different capsules and polar-direct-drive illumination. This work also motivates the continued development of kinetic models of ICF implosions, which may be especially pertinent at the high-temperature, moderate-density conditions present at shock burn in both exploding pushers and the shock-convergence phase of ablatively-driven implosions. 
